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The President's

~essage

Ah; spring time again . A time for blooming flowers, green fields
and , this year, quite a crop of wolfie puppies . I'm sure a lot of these
new kids will be making their debuts at our match to be held at the
Souza's home on the 15th of May . This is always a fun event and a time
when we see a lot of new faces and others we have not seen in quite a
while . For those of you who have not made the trek to the Souza ' s home ,
you are in for a real treat . Besides seeing all the wolfies and
friendly people you will be able to savor the fantastic cooking of Chef
Suzanne McCombs . Believe me , the drive up the scenic , crooked road is
well worth i t .
A quick item on coursing . Lure coursing has no superintendents as
conformation showing has which makes it difficult to find out when and
where there is to be a lure course . Robin and Terry Burchett are on
almost all mailing lists in Northern California . Most premium lists
come within a month of the course and close a couple of days before the
run . If you are interested in running your hound , contact the Burchetts
at (510) 689-9765 . Open Feild coursing will start again in October and
the Bugle will publish these events .
Now for some very good news . I' m proud to announce that our club
placed second overall in the St . Patrick's day parade . There were not
as many hounds as hoped for but the quality of the hounds and their
handlers made up for i t. I ' m not sure of what the pri ze money came to
but you can all find out by coming to our next meeting to be held May
8th after judging at the EL Rancho Motel in Santa Rosa . A very special
thank you to Marsi Weeks and Carol Gabriel for organizing the parade
participation .
Hope to see everyone at the next meeting but if you can ' t make it
try to make it to the match for sure . See you there .
'

Chuck
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Due Dues
Enclosed in this issue is the remi nder that it i s again time to
renew membership dues .
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RICHMOND DOG FANCIERS CLUB
Judge : John Cook

INC

March 27, 1993
(15) 5-8-1-1

BOB : CH TORY KEILCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
BOS, BOW, WD: KNIGHIWIND' S BARNABY GLEN - Spalin
RWD : PHAERERIN STERLING SILVER - Hays
WB:
TIROWEN SHANAGARRY TARA - Kinloch
RWB : MACHUSHLA ALYINN - Pearson
OAKLAND KEJ'lliEL CLUB
Judge: Mrs Patricia Hillyard

March 28 , 1993
(19) 9-8-1-1

BOB, BOW, WD : NOININ CONC NOLL OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS : CH TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
WB :
GLEN SHEENA OF TARA HTS - Tara-Curtis
RWB : STARR OF LIMERICK - Barnett/Souza
RWD : PHAERERIN STERLING SILVER - Hays
UEL VALLE DOG CLUB OF LIVERMORE
Judge : James White

March 14, 1993
(19) 7-8-3-1

BOB : CH TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
BOS : CH KNIGHIWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOW, WB : GABRIEL'S BRYNA - Gabriel
WD :
THE DRUID OF CASTLEMAINE - Shaw
RWD : MARUMAC ELIXIR - Sanford/Collier
RWB : STARR OF LIMERICK - Barnett/Souza
KINGS KENNEL CLUB OF CALIFORNI A
Judge : Pete Dawkins

April 1, 1993
(17) 5- 10- 2- 0

BOB : CH PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer
BOS , WB : DESTINY LARGO O' LADD - DeMars/McCombs
BOW, WD : MARUMAC ELIXIR - Sanford/Collier
RWD : NOINI N CNOC NOLL OF LIMERICK - Souza
RWB : SUNSTAG CALA LILI - Hirsch

Good news : Ch . Mac Da Cupla owned by Gary and Jackie Barnett was
awarded his AKC championship at the Sir Francis Drake
Kennel Club show on September 13 , 1992 .
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SEQUOIA KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Mrs Nadine Johnson

April 2, 1993
(17) 4-11-2-0

BOB: CH PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer
BOS, BOW, WB: FITZARREN BIENJOLIE' JC - Temple
*** FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP ***
MARUMAC ELIXIR - Sanford/Collier
WD:
RWD: BREEZ'IN BY NIGHT - Krisvoy/Latunski
RWB: NOININ CONC NEALA O'LIMERICK - Souza
SUN MAID K.C. OF FRESNO, INC
Judge: Dr Gerda Kennedy-Beatty

April 3, 1993
(20) 8-8-2-2

BOB: CH KNIGHIWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS: FITZARREN BIENJOLIE' JC - Temple
BOW, WD: NOININ CNOC NOLL OF LIMERICK - Souza
DESTINY LARGO O'LADD - DeMars/McCombs
WB:
RWB: BLYTHEHOUSE HOLLY JEAN - Sanford
RWD: MARUMAC ELIXIR - Sanford/Collier
COUNTY KENNEL CLUB, INC
Judge: Thomas Powers

KERN

April 4, 1993
(16) 6-7-2-1

BOB: CH PERN PROVIDENCE - Cromer
BOS, WB: NOININ CNOC NEALA O'LIMERICK - Souza
BOW, WD: MARUMAC ELIXIR - Sanford/Collier
RWD: BREEZ'IN BY NIGHT - Krisvoy/Latunski
RWB: "BLYTHEHOUSE HOlJ~Y JEAN - Sanford
SALINAS VALLEY KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Raymond McGinnis, Jr.

April 10, 1993
(16) 7-6-1-1-1

BOB: CH SIDHE CLOOTY OF GILLA MACHREE - Heskett
BOS, BOW, WD: FLEEIWIND SUNDANCE - Fleetwind Knls
WB: STARR OF LIMERICK - Barnett/Souza
RWB: BAILEBRAE OONNIELLA - Grotano
HWD: DIETER VON DER OEI.MUHI.E - Graham/Eaton
SANTA CRUZ KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Emil Klinckhardt

April ll, 1993
(12) 4-6-1-1

BOB: CH KNIGHIWIND'S BLACK MAGIC - Stockham
BOS: CH TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L - Burchett
BOW, WB: TIROWEN SHANAGARRY TARA - Kinloch
WD: FLEETWIND SUNDANCE - Fleetwind Knls
RWD: RUAIRC GADHA A KEALRIL - Barnett/Wigger
RWB: STARR OF LIMERICK - Barnett/Souza
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THANKS!!
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John Hays
Treasurer
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ASFA LURE COURSING RESULTS
Sierra Slopes Ibizan Hounds Judge: Mary Crume

Sacramento February 27,1993
0 Open/2 Field Champions

1st & BOB- CH KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET, LCM II, CGC
2nd
- CH KNIGHTWINO'S IRISH LADY ANNE, FCH, CGC
River City Coursing Assoc. Sacramento
February 28,1993
Judges: ·Jane Bulman,Phillip Qualls
0 Open/2 Field Champions
1st & BOB- CH KNIGHTWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE, FCH, CGC
2nd
- CH KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET, LCM II, CGC
California Borzoi Coursing Club - Sanger - March 6,1993
Judges: Jane Bulman/Phillip Qualls
0 Open/3 Field Champions
1st & BOB- CH KNIGHTWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE, FCH, CGC
2nd
- CH KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET, LCM II, CGC
3rd
- TORY KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SPEC'L, FCH
California Borzoi Coursing Club
Judge: Jane Bulman

-

Sanqer
March 7,1993
0 Open/3 Field Champions

1st & BOB- CH TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L, FCH
2nd
- CH KNIGHTWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE, FCH, CGC
3rd
- CH KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET, LCM II, CGC

* * The above hounds are owned, loved and chased by the Burchetts

lf

Central Calif. Lure Coursing Assoc.- Clovis March 13,1993
Judges: Lyndell Ackerman/Jane Bulman
3 Open/3 Field Champions
Open 1st2ndFCH 1st 2nd BOB
-

BAILEBRAE DARRAGH O'CURRAGH (owner:Lynne Stuart)
CH BAILEBRAE THE MASTER MUROUGH, CGC, TOI (Stuart)
CH KNIGHTWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE, FCH, CGC (Burchett)
CH KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET, LCM II, CGC (Burchett)
CH KNIGHTWIND'S IRISH LADY ANNE, FCH, CGC

Central Calif. Lure Coursing Assoc.- Clovis March 14,1993
Judges: Lyndell Ackerman/Phillip Qualls 2 Open/0 Field Chs.
Open 1st & BOB- BAILEBRAE DARRAGH O'CURRAGH (Lynne Stuart)
2nd
- CH BAILEBRAE THE MASTER MURROUGH, CGC, TOI (Stuart)

lf

ASFA Lure Courses cont'd -

1

Basenji Club of Northern Calif . - Fairfield Judges : Kathy Kelly/Jane Bulman

March 20 ,1 993

0 Open/3 Field Chmpns .

FCH 1st & BOB- CH TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' SPEC'L, FCH , CGC
2nd
- CH KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN ' SWEET , LCM II , CGC
3rd
- CH KNIGHTWIND ' S IRISH LADY ANNE, FCH , CGC
Northern Calif. Whippet Club
Judge: Mary Crume

- Fairfield March 21,1993
O Open/3 Field Chmpns .

FCH 1st & BOB- CH KNIGHTWIND 1 5 IRISH LADY ANNE , FCH , CGC
2nd
- CH TORY KELLCASTLE SUMPIN' 5PEC 'L, FCH , CGC
3rd
- CH KELLCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET , LCM II, CGC
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SUPERDOGS
Ch Kellcastle ' s Sumpin' Sweet, LCM II , CGC (aka Bayreen Burchett)
is the #1 ASFA coursing Irish Wolfhound for 1992.!!!!
AND
Ch Tory Kellcastle Sumpin' Spec'l, FCh, CGC (aka Kyer Burchett)
recieved a Group III under judge Betty Dexter at Santa Clara KC on
February 14, 1993, and on March 13, 1993, earned her AKC Canine Good
Citizen award (CGC) . She really is 5umpin 1
ec 1 1! !!!
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Lure Competition Gives Dogs Their Day
By Charles McCarthy
The Fresno Bee , March 15 , 1993
Centuries ago , Irish Wolfhounds like the two trained by Lynne Stuart
of Fresno chased down real wolves and rid the Emerald Isle of their
four - legged adversaries . "Now , they go after plastic bags ," Stuart said
Sunday after 170- pound Duncan and 120-pound Darragh tailed three
flapping white sacks for 750 zigzag yards .
The wolfhounds and other panting canines competed in the Central
California Lure Coursing Association spring meet at the Buchanan
Education Complex in Clovis . "This is for the dogs ," Stuart said . "It ' s
a real release for them . 11
Lure coursing , in which hounds chase a decoy pulled along j ust a nip
ahead of them , is a cani ne sport recognized by the American Kennel
Club , " It brings out the natural abilities and the beauties of t he
s i ght- hounds ," sa i d Lisa Mi chicoff of Fresno . "Just watch!"
Duncan and Darragh near ly yanked 120-pound Stuar t down the course
before she got them off their leashes . The judges hadn ' t even started
the pulley line which carried the tantali zing plastic lures ar ound the
course just ahead of the pursui ng hounds .
"That ' s enthusiasm ," said Jean Glaser , the Central California
Association president . " It 1 s one of five qualities awarded points by
lure-course judges . The others are speed , endurance , agili ty and follow
(dogged determination) . "
There was nary a cat or rabbit in sight on the dog-day morning to
distract the animals from their plastic quarry . Some clouds drifted
nearby , but Glaser said dogs in ancient times hunted rain or shine and
would do no less in competition . "It ' s a lot of fun , " Glaser said . "The
dogs love it . People have fun watching the dogs ." Glaser patted her
Afgan hound , Moose , who was resting for his next run .
About that time , a bounding greyhound found hi mself lagging behi nd
the swerving lure and ran a sort of dog-leg across the gr ass to catch
up . "Cutting corners costs points ," Glaser said ,
Eleven different hound breeds competed within their respective
classes . The greyhounds , some of which Glaser said were "rescued" from
racetracks , seemed swifter than Afgans or chortling terrier-like
basenji . The turns and course direction are changed between events so
none of the four-·legged athletes can develop an instinctive "feel" for
the run . A real rabbit could go left and right, explaining the zigzags .
Fierce competitors like Stuart 1 s wolfhounds remain gentle off the
course , she said . Duncan 1 s 170 pounds of muscle and bone are all
gentleness when he visits nursing homes as a registered therapy dog .
"He ' s very gentle with the older people , " Stuart said .
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Dsteochondrosis
This is a sometimes crippling condition more common in medium and
large breed dogs . It affects the cartilage of skeletally immature
animals ; in dogs the deeper layers of cartilage fail to mature into
bone at a symmetrical rate . It occurs at sites that receive the most
weight- bearing stress .
The causes of osteochondrosis are still being studied , but it is
thought that , besides trauma from running and jumping , poor nutrition ,
faulty circulation and hereditary abnormalities are all factors , The
finding in experimental and clinical studi es
consistent
most
incriminates rapid growth and weight gain . Male dogs , which gr ow at a
faster rate than female dogs , are affected twice as often as females .
Incriminated dietary factors are high- energy , high- protein diets ,
excessive intake of calcium and phosphorus and imbalances of these and
vitamin D. Excessive intake of nutrients acceler ates growth and induces
hormonal disturbances . In an experimental study of Great Dane puppies ,
free-choice feeding resulted in increased growth and weight gain , and
multiple skeletal abnormalities . It is generally agreed that the
incidence and severity of osteochondrosis can be greatly reduced by
normalizing the diet and slowing the rate of growth and weight gain .
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"I'd rather stand, if you don't mind."

(Thanks to Ken Taylor)
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Ticks identified as carriers of the organism that causes Lyme Disease .
The colors vary from black legs to shades of brown and tan.

tick
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Love That Liver

A Texas A & M University research team tested a group of dogs to
find out which preferred food with the preferred odor would be their
garbage of choice. Freshly prepared fried liver and onions won easily.
Interestingly, choosing the liver (without onions) reflects the
preference of wild canids, known to eat the liver of their prey before
eating muscle tissue.
Fresh baked chicken and fresh fried chicken held the second and
third spots in this "best in garbage" contest, clearly indicating that
for modern dogs, cooked meat and cooked meat odors are more attractive
than raw meat. Of the 27 items tested, fresh vegetables were number 21
in preference. Fruits were of little interest at number 22, or just a
step above shredded paper!
- Animal Health Newsletter

"Why can't you scratch at the door like other dogs do?"
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The American Veterinary Medical Association commissioned a survey on
pet ownership in the United States. The figures show 4.9 million horses
and declining, 11 . 7 million birds, 57 million cats and rising and 52.5
million dogs and holding. Most of these pets are in household-type
situations, 50 percent in parent/children homes and the households
tend to have higher than average incomes.
- Animal Health Newsletter
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MIND OVER MILLER
by
Robert M. Miller , D. V. M.

OK , I saw the motion picture Beethoven , which features a Saint
Bernard hero and a depraved veterinarian as the villain . Every
veterinarian should see this film . We should know what our clients are
seeing .
Let me tell you, we ' re all going to have to be extra warm and
charming in our practices to off set the damage this movie has done to
our benevolent image . This is especially true with regard to children .
An entire generation will henceforth look on small-animal practitioners
with fear and loathing .
This is primarily a children's movie . At least the comedy is on a
Three Stooges level . You know , for ages six to twelve . Of course , with
Hollywood , the intelligence level of the product may simply reflect the
producer's mentality . In any case , when the kids who see this movie
reach college age , you can bet that applications for admission to the
veterinary schools will take a nose dive . Everything that Herriott did
for us has been lost .
It's important for us all to see this film for clinical reasons . How
many of you who have already seen the movie noted that Beethoven was
lame? Now , which leg was he favoring? This film could be used for state
veterinary board examinations .
And you know the part where the evil vet tells Dad that some Saint
Bernards have a tendency to attack children without warning? This was
in order to persuade Dad to give Beethoven to the mad doctor,
purportedly for euthanasia , but in reality for barbaric medical
experimentation . The funny thing is that here in California we actually
have a bloodline of Saint Bernards that do that very thing . Not
Beethoven, of course! He just drools .
OK, there's a little obligatory sexual attraction (heterosexual) between two adolescents and a little essential violence , such as when a
dog seizes one of the bad guys by the genitals , and when Dad crashes
through the skylight , and when the six Oobermans attack two of the bad
guys , and when the evil veterinarian dies when injected with his own
euthanasia syringes . But there ' s nothing really bad , like what we ' re
used to in kids ' films . So , this is comparably wholesome stuff . I
really don ' t feel as though I wasted my evening . If nothing else , I
wrote this
between the scr een credits (didn't see a
advice) and bedtime .
veteri narian l i sted
- Submi tted by Corey Wassoe

Holistic , Homeopathic or Hokum
Cornell University College of Veterinary Medicine
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Is the jury still out on the value of holistic (herbs, plants ,
minerals) and homeopathic medi cine for pets? Not so , i f you read t he
reports from veterinary scientists . These scientists are certai nly
aware of the impact such unconventional medicine has had on the public
- even scientists visit their local pet food stores and read the ads
for these health products . Dr . John Herrick , for instance , repor ted in
the Journal of the Veterinary Medical Association that he had j ust
found a product for kidney disorders which contained buckthorn , buchu
potassium acetate and herbal extracts . He admits he was bewildered.
What do any of these plant substances have to do with kidney disease or
its cure?
In Dr . Herrick 1 s opinion , and in the opinion of such groups as t he
FDA ' s Center for Veterinary Medicine and the American Veter inary
Medical Associat ion , holistic and homeopathic medicines have no value
in treating any disease . In fact , these unconventional f orms of
medicine are not backed up by any scientific evidence that demonst rates
safety and efficacy.
In an extensive search of the medical literature , Dr . Herrick has
not found any well-controlled published studies that support the s afety
and effectiveness of homeopathic drugs used in animals . This finding is
reiterated by another veterinarian , Dr . Carl Osborne of the University
of Minnesota , who writes , "To those who champion the therapeutic value
of homeopathy in veterinary medicine , the issue is clear : prove it !"
Given the lack of evidence for holistic and homeopathic medicine 1 s
effectiveness, why are store shelves groaning under the packaged
remedies? Dr . Osborne puts his answer in scientific terms : The renewed
interest in homeopathy may in part be related to confusion between an
idea or a hypothesis and a validation of the clinical application of
that hypothesis . The hypothesis in homeopathy is that "like cures
like . " In other words , treating disease symptoms with "natural" drugs
capable of producing comparable symptoms cures disease . Furthermore , it
is assumed that homeopathic medicines administered in minute
proportions also cure . But as the scientists say , prove it .
Dr . Osborne concludes that homeopathy based on these two hypotheses
is " an active form of doing nothing ," but at a cost to the consumer and
potentially at an even greater cost to the well-being of an animal so
treated . Dr . Osborne also describes how the nineteenth century notion
of homeopathy caught on . In that pre-scientific medical era , most sick
humans probably did better with homeopathic treatment than those who
had received conventional medicines , which usually contained hi ghly
toxic substances like arsenic elixirs and strychnine . Homeopathic medicines consisted mainly of sugar and water , with anything else so diluted as to be totally innocuous . In Dr . Osborne ' s trenchant words ,
conventionally treated humans and animals literally "died of the
doctor" , while homeopathy "gave them the opportunity to die of the
disease or to recover from it naturally . "
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Cataracts In Puppies
It has been reported for some time that orphan puppies raised on
milk replacers such as Esbilac tended to develop cataracts (opacity of
the eye lens). A study was done, therefore, by Rutgers and Colorado
State Universities testing various replacers, their ingredients
and effects on eye development in puppies. They found that replacers
without, or deficient in, the amino acids arginine and methionine
caused cataracts to develop in a majority of the puppies. Additionally,
puppies raised on milk replacers containing adequate arginine and
methionine had better growth rates than those on products deficient in
these amino acids.
Although juvenile cataracts may appear from other causes, they
should no longer result from the use of the better brands of milk
replacer, like Esbilac , which has now added both arginine and
methionine to the product .
- Canine News 3/93

Rank order of frequency of hip dysplasla in breeds of dogs with over 100 evaluations•
Breed

Evaluations

Percentage

Breed

Evaluations

St. Bernard
Boykin Spaniel
Bullmastiff
Newfoundland
Staffordshire Terrier
Bloodhound
Field Spaniel
Bernese Mountain Dog
Kuvasz
Chesapeake Bay. Retriever
Welsh Springer Spaniel
Golden Retriever
Norwegian Elkhound
Mastiff
Rottweiler
Gordon Setter
Chow Chow
Giant Schnauzer
English Setter
Old English Sheepdog
German Shepherd
Portuguese Water Dog
Welsh Corgi Pembroke
Bouvier Des Flandres
Briard
Black & Tan Coonhound
Brilld11y
Irish Water Spaniel
English Springer Spaniel
Shiba !nu
Curly Coated Retriever
ShihTzu
Akita
Shar Pei
Anatolian Shepherd
Welsh Corgi Card igan
Australian Cattle Dog
Poodle
Boxer
Airedale Terrier
Labrador Retriever
Border Collie
KomondOr
Irish Setter

1129
378
926
4795
360
1088
119
2491
603
4180
401
44025
1906
1291
37497
2645
2447
1945
3459
6963
32163
789
1588
2663
593
267
5809
355
4145
109
324
147
6322
3908
247
115
414
5273
661
1568
44009
837
502
5849

4iJ.1
47.6
31.2
30.5
29.7
28.4
27.7
25.5
25.2
24.4
24.1
23.5
23.5
23.4
23.3
23.1
22.8
22.6
22.3
22.2
21.9
21.8
20.1
19.6
19.2
19.1
19.1
18.9
18.6
18.3
17.9
17.7
17.5
17.5
17.4
17.4
16.2
16.0
15.7
15.2
14.6
14.6
14.4
14.2

Percentage
dysplastlc

dysplastlc

Great Dane
Alaskan Malamute
Samoyed
Tibetan Mastiff
Puli
American Water Spaniel
Weimaraner
Great Pyrenees
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel
Standard Schnauzer
Kerry Blue Terrier
Rhodesian Ridgeback
German Wirehaired Pointer
English Pointer
Vizsla
Bearded Collie
Nova Scotia Ducktolling
Retriever
LhasaApso
Cocker Spaniel
Wireha ired Pointing Griffon
Keeshond
Bichon Frise
Tibetan Terrier
Australian Shepherd
Doberman Pinscher
German Shorthalred-Polnter
English Cocker Spaniel
Dalmatian
Irish Wolfhound
Afghan Hound
Shetland Sheepdog
Belgian Malinois
Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier
Belgian Tervuren
Flat Coated Retriever
Border Terrier
Finnish Spitz
Collie
Belgian Sheepdog
Saluki
Siberian Husky
Canaan
Borzoi

3824
6824
8046
140
951
135
3364
2071
350
1593
337
2823
1134
275
3276
1367
115

13.7
13.2
12.9
12.8
12.3
11.9
11.4
10.6
10.6
10.5
9.8
9.8
9.8
9.7
9.4
9.1
8.7

480
2570
373
1652
468
962
5686
4865
3415·
2039
1036
573
3728
881
250
1899
1547
1199
264
105
826
1278
151
8194
130
434

8.5
8.4
8.2
8.1
8.1
7.9
7.9
7.6
7.1

7.0
6.3
6.0
5.7
5.6
5.6
5.5
5.0
5.0
4.9
3.9
3.7
2.9
2.7
2.5
2.4
1.8

*Performed by the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals, Columbia, Missouri, January 1974 to July 1991. Reprinted by permission of W. 8.
Saunders Company, Philadelphia, from E. A. Corley, DVM, PhD. "Role of the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals in the Control of Canine
Hip Dysplasia." The Veterinary Clinics of North America: Small Animal Practice, Vol. 22, No. 3 {May 1992) 579-593.

THE MAGNIFICENT DOZEN
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Saint Patrick's Day Parade
By
Carol Gabriel
The sound of bagpipes filled the air as thousands of spectators
turned out to watch the annual St . Patrick ' s Day Parade in San
Francisco . There were the usual High School bands , darling Irish
dancers , floats , Girl Scouts and , unfortunately, the protesters who
seem to appear every time there is a crowd! Best of all, though, came
the Magnificent Dozen!! What a crowd pleaser our gentle giants always
are .
This year , Tim Avery joined us with his new puppy, Tara, and
Madeline Pearson brought Turlough . Mike and Marcia Walsh attend every
year with their sweet Cassie and Nancy Gruenwald enjoyed her first
parade with Gabbro . My dear friends , Jim and Sharon Davis walked with
Cuchulain and Grainne . Joan had Callie , my niece, Jennifer , took Patsy
and my daughter , Lori , walked with Mick . Eric walked yours truly .
Proudly carrying our club banner were Ron Trifeletti and my brother ,
Roger Major . On one side of the banner we had my nephew , Graham and his
friend, Chris, walking Ii£• The boys walked on either side and each
held a leash . They were wearing berets and looked adorable . They must
have had their picture taken a hundred times! On the other side of the
l:;>anner was my grandaughter , Nicole, with her friend, Melissa , walking
Kindra . At the Judges' Viewing Stand the kids kept their places beside
the banner while the rest of us made the "famous" circle .
THE MAGNIFICENT DOZEN RECEIVED A SECOND PLACE AWARD !!!! One of the
High School bands got First . Our prize will be $135 . OD for our club
treasury !!
This was San Francisco ' s 141st St . Patri ck's Day parade . I hope more
of you can attend the 142nd !
Carol
And P. S. - A big cheer for Ken and Buzzy who drove our van decorated
with shamrocks and balloons! !

16
"Ira"
An Irish Wolfhound/Huskie mix is looking for a loving home with adults.
He is a 3 year old neutered male, black with white paws. For more information, please call Suzanne McCombs at (916) 357-4185.
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"He refused to come!"
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The life of an animal is of equal value to that animal , as human
life is to a human , regardless of what value we place on animals . When
we say that animals have rights, we mean that animals should be
included within the same system of moral protections that govern our
behavior toward each other.
Animals cannot help themselves. They must depend on people who care
to fight for them.
- Everett C. Raasch

